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Spellbound Witch-hunt Tagman Press (UK) Seventeen year-old Silje
Arngrimsdotter struggles to come to terms with the harshness of life in a
high mountain valley among the witches and warlocks of the mysterious
Ice People. Having ﬂed there for her life with her adored 'wolf man' and
two foundling infants from the Trondheim plague, Silje has bravely borne
their ﬁrst child. Evil Inheritance Tagman Press In Evil Inheritance Mattias, a
good-hearted grandson of Silje and Tengel inherits the vast, secret
collection of Ice People medicines and formulas, including an all-powerful
mandrake root. But the ominous Kolgrim wants the collection for himself
and lures Mattias to a meeting in the depths of the infamous Kongsberg
silver mines where slave children are forced to work without any hope of
release. Kolgrim escapes with the collection of balms and potions and
returns to the high Valley of the Ice People in search of a vital cauldron of
evil water. Sagaen om Isfolket 1 - Trollbundet Vigmostad &
Bjørke/Bladkompaniet Silje Arngrimsdatter var bare sytten da pesten drepte
alle slektningene hennes i 1581. Utsultet og forfrossen, og med to
foreldreløse småbarn å ta hånd om, nærmet hun seg likbålene utenfor
Trondheim for å få litt varme i kroppen. Underlig nok var det bare én som
hjalp Silje i nødens stund ? en mann av Isfolkets ætt, som Silje fant dyrisk
og skremmende ? og underlig tiltrekkende på samme tid. The Ice People 33
- Demon of the Night Jentas His name was Tamlin, and Tengel the Evil had
sent him to spy on the Ice People. He would visit them in their nightmares,
tricking their plans for the future out of them. But Tamlin hadn’t reckoned
with young Vanja, who had very special talents even compared with those
of the Ice People. Whereas Tamlin was invisible to everybody else, Vanja
could see him – and fall in love with him. Sonja Henie An Unsuspected Life
Welcome Rain When Darryl F. Zanuck introduced her to America in 1937,
young Norwegian ﬁgure skater Sonja Henie had won ten World Figure
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Skating championships and three Olympic gold medals. Blonde,
enthusiastic, and beautiful, Henie was the girl-next-door type in hit after
box oﬃce hit, but her personal life was the opposite of her big-screen
image. She was known as a Nazi sympathizer, had a chaotic love life, and
alienated family and friends with her abusive behavior. Includes dozens of
photographs, mostly drawn from private collections. The Woman in the
White Kimono A Novel Harlequin Oceans and decades apart, two women are
inextricably bound by the secrets between them. Japan, 1957. Seventeenyear-old Naoko Nakamura’s prearranged marriage to the son of her
father’s business associate would secure her family’s status in their
traditional Japanese community, but Naoko has fallen for another man—an
American sailor, a gaijin—and to marry him would bring great shame upon
her entire family. When it’s learned Naoko carries the sailor’s child, she’s
cast out in disgrace and forced to make unimaginable choices with
consequences that will ripple across generations. America, present day.
Tori Kovac, caring for her dying father, ﬁnds a letter containing a shocking
revelation—one that calls into question everything she understood about
him, her family and herself. Setting out to learn the truth behind the letter,
Tori’s journey leads her halfway around the world to a remote seaside
village in Japan, where she must confront the demons of the past to pave a
way for redemption. In breathtaking prose and inspired by true stories
from a devastating and little-known era in Japanese and American history,
The Woman in the White Kimono illuminates a searing portrait of one
woman torn between her culture and her heart, and another woman on a
journey to discover the true meaning of home. Norsk bokfortegnelse
Årskatalog The Ice People 8 - Under Suspicion Jentas A/S Rumour and
suspicion continue to haunt the Ice People. When the bodies of four
murdered women are found in the woods, the family with magical powers
is immediately suspected. A young girl, Hilde, is also drawn into the
investigation and accused of being a witch. She's lived alone with her cruel
father for years, and is now threatened with death for witchcraft. But the
Ice People are always kind to those in need. The family take Hilde in and
protect her.As the mystery of the murders unfolds, new threats – and new
loyalties – emerge. The Ice People must once again pull together to
survive. Suecana extranea böcker om Sverige och svenk skönlitteratur på
främmande språk The Con Job Penguin The rich and powerful take what they
want. We steal it back for you. When a disreputable dealer starts swindling
aged and ailing comic-book creators out of their wealth—and their highvalued comics and artwork—the daughter of one victim comes to exinsurance investigator Nathan Ford and his team of counter-crooks for
help. Their scheme: run a con at the Comic-Con International, where the
crook intends to sell the goods. But there’s more going on than simple
theft. An arson plot is in motion that will not only destroy countless rare
collectibles, but may end up costing lives. With time short, the team must
take down a ruthless mark whose true motives have yet to be revealed…
Yearning Tagman Press (UK) In Yearning, the historic evil curse so feared by
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the dwindling descendants of the Ice People comes to fruition. A terrifying
child, Kolgrim, is born to Sunniva, daughter of the unrepentant witch, Sol
Angelica, whom Silje rescued from the plague in the ﬁrst novel Spellbound.
As Kolgrim grows up, the lives of Silje and Tengel are drawing to a close
and the focus moves to their children and grandchildren. A granddaughter
Cecilie, governness to the family of King Christian IV, is caught up in the
court intrigues in Copenhagen - and with the Thirty Years War raging
across Europe, recruiting squads begin dragging oﬀ the youngest
descendants of the Ice People to ﬁght in that harsh conﬂict in Germany.
Vikings at War Casemate Publishers An illustrated guide to Viking warfare
from strategy and weapons to culture and tradition: “a very excellent
introduction to the Viking age as a whole” (Justin Pollard, historical
consultant for the Amazon television series Vikings). From the time when
sailing was ﬁrst introduced to Scandinavia, Vikings reached virtually every
corner of Europe and even America with their raids and conquests.
Wherever Viking ships roamed, enormous suﬀering followed in their wake,
but the encounters between cultures also brought immense change to both
European and Nordic societies. In Vikings at War, historian Kim Hjardar
presents a comprehensive overview of Viking weapons technology, military
traditions and tactics, oﬀensive and defensive strategies, fortiﬁcations,
ships, and command structure. The most crucial element of the Viking’s
success was their strategy of arriving by sea, attacking with great force,
and withdrawing quickly. In their militarized society, honor was everything,
and ruining one’s posthumous reputation was considered worse than death
itself. Vikings at War features more than 380 color illustrations, including
beautiful reconstruction drawings, maps, cross-section drawings of ships,
line-drawings of fortiﬁcations, battle plan reconstructions, and photos of
surviving artifacts, including weapons and jewelry. Winner of Norway’s
Saga Prize, Vikings at War is now available in English with this new
translation. “A magniﬁcent piece of work [that] I’d recommend to anyone
with an interest in the Viking period.” —Justin Pollard, historical consultant
for the Amazon television series Vikings The French Gardener Simon and
Schuster A spellbinding novel about marriage, passion, loss, renewal, and
the healing power of love from the number one bestselling author of Songs
of Love and War. Married couple, Miranda and David, move out of London
into a beautiful country house with an idyllic garden. But reality turns out
to be very diﬀerent from their bucolic dream. Soon the latent unhappiness
in the family begins to come to the surface, isolating each family member
in a bubble of resentment and loneliness. Then a mysterious Frenchman
arrives on their doorstep. With the wisdom of nature, he slowly begins to
heal the past and the present. But who is he? When Miranda discovers his
secret in the cottage by the garden, the whole family learns that a garden,
like love itself, can restore the human spirit, not just season after season,
but generation after generation. Wise and winsome, poignant and
powerfully moving, The French Gardener combines the savvy of
contemporary women's ﬁction with an old fashioned sensibility steeped in
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the importance of family and the magical power of love. The Girl in 6E
Hachette UK A dark and sexy thriller perfect for fans of L. S. Hilton's Maestra
and Gillian Flynn's Gone Girl Deanna Madden, aka Jessica Reilly, hasn't
touched another person in three years. She hasn't left her apartment. She
makes money from performing to webcams on a sex site, where her clients
pay $6.99 a minute for her time. She's doing alright. The dollars are piling
up in the bank. She's the number 3 model on cams.com. And she hasn't
killed anyone for years. But when Deanna sees on the news that a little girl
called Annie has gone missing, the story rattles her carefully ordered
world. It's uncomfortably similar to the dark fantasy of one of her most
disturbing online clients. She's convinced he's responsible for the girl's
abduction - but no one will listen to her. So, after three years, Deanna
ﬁnally leaves the apartment. And this is what happens... The Ice People 7 Nemesis Jentas A/S As the clan of the Ice People are scattered across
Norway and Denmark, their lives bring new joys – and new dangers. When
young Tancred, great grandson of Tengel the Good, sets oﬀ on his ﬁrst
adventure, he's drawn into a nightmarish vision of deception and murder.
Could it be real? Here he meets Jessica, a young noblewoman, who could be
his salvation. But she is haunted by the malice and madness of a family
who were meant to protect her. As they are both drawn into the highest
circles of Court, intrigue and betrayal surround them, and each must face
their nemesis. The Summer House A Novel Simon and Schuster Previously
published as The Woman from Paris “Superb storyteller” (Plum Sykes)
Santa Monteﬁore’s sweeping and sophisticated international bestseller
Summer House is “a feel good story, full of exuberance and passion and
threaded with hope…an exceptional ﬁnd” (Seattle Post-Intelligencer).
When Lord Frampton dies in a skiing accident, a beautiful young woman
named Phaedra appears at his funeral—claiming to be the Lord’s
illegitimate daughter. In his will, Lord Frampton has left the priceless
Frampton suite of sapphires to this interloper, conﬁrming her claim and
outraging his three adult sons and widow. Eventually, however, Phaedra’s
sweet nature thaws the frosty relationships. She becomes the daughter
that Antoinette Frampton never had and a wise and compassionate
granddaughter to the formidable Dowager Lady Frampton. But an
attraction grows between Phaedra and the eldest son, David. It seems an
impossible love—blocked by their blood connection and by the fury of one
family member who is determined to expose Phaedra as a fraud. Filled with
the luscious scenery and enchanting characters her fans adore, Santa
Monteﬁore’s Summer House is an unforgettable story about family,
forgiveness, and the power of love. Wayfarers Souvenir Press As the modern
industrialised world begins to encroach on a small, isolated coastal town in
northern Norway the eﬀect is devastating. For young Edevart, uprooted
from his simple origins, it brings progressive alienation from the old
traditions; for August, the lying, charming scoundrel, it means
opportunities that will threaten the stability of an unspoiled community.
With comic irony and a haunting power, Hamsun charts the slow
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disintegration of the old way of life in a magniﬁcent novel that provides
brilliant insights into human nature: the visiting skipper who is lured to his
death by Ane Marie because, hurtfully, he did not makes advances to her;
the old watch seller who is as ready to cheat himself as he is to swindle
others; the poignant, painful love aﬀair between Edevart and the barefoot
Lovise Magrete. Written seven years after Hamsun received the Nobel
Prize for literature, Wayfarers is a masterpiece by one of the great
novelists of the twentieth century. The Blazing Star Wise Ink Sixteen-yearold Portia White is used to being overlookedafter all, her twin sister Alex is
a literal genius. But when Portia holds an Egyptian scarab beetle during
history class, she takes center stage in a way she never expected: she
faints. Upon waking, she is stronger, faster, and braver than before. And
when she accidentally touches the scarab again? She wakes up in ancient
Egypther sister and an unwitting freshman in tow. Great. Mysterious and
beautiful, Egypt is more than they could have ever imagined from their
days in the classroom. History comes alive as the three teens realize that
getting back to the present will be the most diﬃcult thing they've ever
done. Stalked by vicious monsters called Scorpions, every step in the right
direction means a step closer to danger. As Portia and the girls discover
that they're linked to the past by more than just chance, they have to
decide what it truly means to be yourself, to love your sister, and to ﬁnd
your way home. Deadlight Jack Hydra Worse things than gators lurk in the
Louisiana swamp. . . . The author of The Faceless One fuses the twisted
imagination of Fritz Leiber with the razor-sharp plotting of Joe Hill in this
rollicking horror thriller. Appearances can be deceiving. Take Jimmy
Kalmaku. Anyone passing him on the streets of Lake Nisqually,
Washington, would merely see an elderly man. But Jimmy is actually a
powerful Tlingit shaman, with a link to the god Raven and a résumé that
includes saving the world. Or take his friend and roommate, George
Watters. Another ordinary retiree, right? Wrong. Like Jimmy, George is
more than he seems to be. He too has a link to the supernatural. He too
has saved the world. Then there’s Professor Foxﬁre—also known as
Deadlight Jack. Dressed in the garb of a stage magician, he seems a ﬁgure
of magic and fun. But he isn’t fun at all. He isn’t even human. And his
magic is of the darkest and bloodiest kind. When George’s grandson
vanishes on a family vacation to the Louisiana bayou, George and Jimmy ﬂy
across the country to aid in the search. Once they arrive, family feuds and
buried secrets bring George face-to-face with the ghosts of a forgotten
past; Jimmy ﬁnds his powers wilting under the humid Southern sun; and
deep in the swamp, Deadlight Jack prepares his long-awaited revenge.
Advance praise for Deadlight Jack “Mark Onspaugh’s novel, Deadlight Jack,
takes you on an incredible journey that slings you from the far Northwest
to the bowels of the Louisiana bayous. And on this journey, with a
masterful ﬂare, Onspaugh brings nightmarish folklores to life. The story
will haunt you, and the vibrant, unforgettable characters will take root in
your heart and refuse to leave. A must read!”—Deborah LeBlanc, author of
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Voices “Onspaugh maintains an undercurrent of eldritch terror while
keeping the plot buoyed by fast-paced action scenes. . . . A nicely chilling
read for fans of otherworldly horror.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Mark
Onspaugh’s The Faceless One “A stunning debut . . . a chilling dark fantasy
with an Alaskan shamanic backdrop . . . The beauty of this weird world is
as profound as its terror. I could not turn these pages fast enough!”—Janet
Fitch, author of White Oleander and Paint It Black “Onspaugh’s writing
captures that same eye-popping strangeness I loved so much in the works
of Charles Beaumont and Fritz Leiber. The Faceless One is classic horror
from an author who has earned his stripes and knows how to scare you
blind.”—Joe McKinney, Bram Stoker Award–winning author of Dead City and
The Savage Dead Isfolket tegneserie 1 - Forbannelsen Vigmostad &
Bjørke/Bladkompaniet Trondheim, 1581. Pesten herjer i Norge. Utsultet og
forfrossen, og med to foreldreløse småbarn å ta hånd om, nærmer Silje
Arngrimsdatter seg likbålene utenfor byen for å varme seg. Men så dukker
det opp en uhyggelig skikkelse i ulveskinnskappe som ber om hennes hjelp
... Aldri har en bokserie betydd så mye for så mange som Sagaen om
Isfolket av Margit Sandemo. De 47 bøkene i serien har trollbundet millioner
av lesere. Serien er oversatt til en rekke språk – og nå er fenomenet
Isfolket endelig levendegjort i bilder. My Darling Arrow Purple Prose Press LLC
Darling Arrow, I shouldn’t be writing this. It’s not as if I’m ever going to
send you this letter, and there are a million reasons why. First of all, I was
sent to this reform school as a punishment for a petty, totally
inconsequential crime. Not to ogle the principal’s hot son around the
campus. Second of all, you’re a giant jerk. You’re arrogant and moody and
so cold. Sometimes I think I shouldn’t even like you. But strangely your
coldness sets me on ﬁre. The way your athletic body moves on the soccer
ﬁeld, and the way your powerful thighs sprawl across that motorcycle of
yours, make me go inappropriately breathless. But that’s not the worst
part. The worst part is that you, Arrow Carlisle, are not only the principal’s
hot son. You also happen to be the love of my sister’s life. And I really
shouldn’t be thinking about my sister’s boyfriend, or rather ﬁancé (I
overheard a conversation about the ring that I shouldn’t have). Now if I can
only stop writing you these meaningless letters that I’ll never send and
you’ll never read… Never yours, Salem NOTE: This is a STANDALONE novel
set in the world of St. Mary's KEYWORDS: Sports romance, forbidden
romance, sister's ex boyfriend romance, bad boy romance, alpha male
romance, enemies to lovers romance, college romance, secret love letters,
bully romance, angsty romance, opposites attract romance, high school
romance. The Moorigad Dragon Age of the Hybrid Saving a life shouldn't
come with so many complications. Saving Marcus's life should've qualiﬁed
as a good deed. Except, that's not why Kyra saves him. She's pulled to the
deed by something supernatural. But then Marcus sees Kyra's hybrid
dragon and she ﬁnds herself bound to protect him. A bond already causing
tension between Kyra and her best friend, Sebastian. Only, Kyra will ﬁnd it
is not easy defying Death. Yet, she is determined - even at the cost of her
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own life. Bad things happen in the blink of an eye. Sebastian has built his
life around his tarot cards, more so since taking refuge at Mystic's Magical
Carnival. Trying to include Kyra in that part of his life goes all wrong. Now
Kyra's interest in Marcus stands between Sebastian and Kyra, and places
Kyra in emanate danger. Sebastian needs to make her see, needs to steer
her away from Marcus, needs to save her from the consequences of her
decisions before it's too late. If he needs to, Sebastian will bare his most
guarded secrets to protect her. When Villains Rise HMH Books For Young
Readers With her best friend, Kovit's, life in danger, Nita is determined to
take down the black market once and for all. The Life Intended Simon and
Schuster Sliding Doors meets P.S. I Love You in this richly told novel from
the author of The Sweetness of Forgetting about the struggle to overcome
the past when our memories refuse to be forgotten. After her husband’s
sudden death over ten years ago, Kate Waithman never expected to be
lucky enough to ﬁnd another love of her life. But now she’s planning her
second walk down the aisle to a perfectly nice man. So why isn’t she more
excited? At ﬁrst, Kate blames her lack of sleep on stress. But when she
starts seeing Patrick, her late husband, in her dreams, she begins to
wonder if she’s really ready to move on. Is Patrick trying to tell her
something? Attempting to navigate between dreams and reality, Kate must
uncover her husband’s hidden message. Her quest leads her to a sign
language class and into the New York City foster system, where she ﬁnds
rewards greater than she could have imagined. Messy, Wonderful Us the
most uplifting feelgood escapist novel you'll read this year Simon and
Schuster THE PERFECT ESCAPIST COMFORT READ 'An impossibly seductive
love story, underpinned by a heart-breaking secret' ROSIE WALSH ‘What a
stunning novel. That hot, sultry setting - Allie's refreshing
straightforwardness, Ed's absolute swooniness - I loved it’ BETH O'LEARY
‘An emotional and uplifting book about secrets, family and identity. Such a
joy! So rich and engaging, 5 stars’ ADELE PARKS In late 1983, a letter
arrives, containing secrets so unthinkable that it is hidden away,
apparently forever. More than three decades later, it is found . . . by the
last person who was ever supposed to see it. When Allie opens an envelope
in her grandmother’s house, it changes everything she knows about her
family - and herself. With the truth liable to hurt those she loves most, she
hires a private detective to ﬁnd out what happened to her late mother in
the summer before Allie was born. Taking leave from her job as a research
scientist, she is led far from home, accompanied by her best friend Ed. But
the secrets that emerge go far beyond anything they were expecting. Now,
Allie must ﬁnd the courage to confront her family’s tangled past and
reshape her own future. From Richard & Judy Book club author Catherine
Isaac comes the emotional and uplifting story of love, loss, friendship and
a letter that changes everything. Praise for MESSY, WONDERFUL US ‘If you
want a book that’ll keep you hooked, make you cry...this is the perfect
read’ Fabulous Magazine ‘Uplifting, emotional and surprising’ Hannah
Beckerman ‘I adored it… a gorgeous sunny setting, exploring love,
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friendship and the twistiest of family entanglements’ Jill Mansell 'A
gorgeous location, a story full of twists and turns and tension and some
heart-stopping romance – what more do you want from a love story?' Red
'Intriguing and pacy' Libby Page 'Family secrets and hidden love – the
perfect combination for a mesmerising read' Santa Monteﬁore ‘A gorgeous
book saturated with sunshine that will ﬁll your heart with joy’ Milly Johnson
'Secrets come to the surface in this tale of love and loss' Woman
‘Intricately crafted, beautifully written, an emotional roller-coaster' Iona
Grey 'Such a good book. Tender and evocative' Andy Jones 'I fell head over
heels in love with this book! A page-turning mystery, a wonderfully
uplifting story about love in all its forms and characters so real, I still
wonder what they're doing' Katy Regan 'I absolutely loved it, what a rich
and engaging story' Dani Atkins 'This novel is a delight' Goop Psych: A Mind
is a Terrible Thing to Read Penguin Based on the hit USA NETWORK
television series A tie-in readers will be totally "psyched" about... Shawn
Spencer has convinced everyone he's psychic. Now, he has to either clean
up or be found out. After the PSYCH detective agency gets some top-notch
publicity, Shawn's high-school nemesis, Dallas Steele, hires him to help
choose his investments. Naturally, their predictions turn out to be total
busts. And the deceptive Dallas is thrilled that he has completely
discredited and humiliated Shawn once and for all, until he's found
murdered. But the police have a suspec found at the scene with a smoking
gun. And she says Shawn took control of her mind and forced her to do it.
After all, he is a psychic? One of Us The Story of Anders Breivik and the
Massacre in Norway Farrar, Straus and Giroux A harrowing and thorough
account of the massacre that upended Norway, and the trial that helped
put the country back together On July 22, 2011, Anders Behring Breivik
detonated a bomb outside government buildings in central Oslo, killing
eight people. He then proceeded to a youth camp on the island of Utøya,
where he killed sixty-nine more, most of them teenage members of
Norway's governing Labour Party. In One of Us, the journalist Åsne
Seierstad tells the story of this terrible day and what led up to it. What
made Breivik, a gifted child from an aﬄuent neighborhood in Oslo, become
a terrorist? As in her bestseller The Bookseller of Kabul, Seierstad excels at
the vivid portraiture of lives under stress. She delves deep into Breivik's
troubled childhood, showing how a hip-hop and graﬃti aﬁcionado became
a right-wing activist and Internet game addict, and then an entrepreneur,
Freemason, and self-styled master warrior who sought to "save Norway"
from the threat of Islam and multiculturalism. She writes with equal
intimacy about Breivik's victims, tracing their political awakenings,
aspirations to improve their country, and ill-fated journeys to the island. By
the time Seierstad reaches Utøya, we know both the killer and those he will
kill. We have also gotten to know an entire country—famously peaceful and
prosperous, and utterly incapable of protecting its youth. You Me
Everything A Novel Penguin “Equal parts wry comedy and touching family
drama, it’s ultimately a heartbreaker that’ll stay with you long after you’re
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done.” —Marie Claire “Glass of chilled rosé, check. Comfy chair, check. Box
of tissues, check. You Me Everything is everything you need for a moving,
funny, heartbreaking, and ultimately joyous read.” --Susan Wiggs, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Map of the Heart Set in the French
countryside on an idyllic summer vacation, a delicious, tender novel about
ﬁnding joy and love even in the most unexpected places. Jess and her tenyear-old son William set oﬀ to spend the summer at Château de
Roussignol, deep in the rich, sunlit hills of the Dordogne. There, Jess’s exboyfriend—and William’s father—Adam, runs a beautiful hotel in a restored
castle. Lush gardens, a gorgeous pool, delectable French food, and a
seemingly never-ending wine list—what’s not to like? Jess is bowled over
by what Adam has accomplished, but she’s in France for a much more
urgent reason: to make Adam fall in love with his own son. But Adam has
other ideas, and another girlfriend—and he doesn’t seem inclined to
change the habits of a lifetime just because Jess and William have
appeared on the scene. Jess isn’t surprised, but William—who has quickly
come to idolize his father—wants nothing more than to spend time with
him. But Jess can’t allow Adam to let their son down—because she is
tormented by a secret of her own, one that nobody—especially
William—must discover. By turns heartwrenching and hopeful, You Me
Everything is a novel about one woman's ﬁerce determination to grab hold
of the family she has and never let go, and a romantic story as heady as a
crisp Sancerre on a summer day. Replica Gods & Monsters HarperCollins Evil
always seeks a foothold. We must not give it one. The electrifying
conclusion to the New York Times and Indiebound bestselling Serpent &
Dove trilogy is perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Kendare Blake. Lou has
spent her whole life running. Now, after a crushing blow from Morgane, the
time has come to go home—and claim what is rightfully hers. But this is no
longer the Lou her friends knew. No longer the Lou who captured a
chasseur’s heart. A darkness has settled over her, and this time it will take
more than love to drive it out. From Serpent & Dove to Blood & Honey and
concluding with Gods & Monsters, Shelby Mahurin's stunning fantasy
trilogy delivers thrills and romance. Gabriel's Rapture Penguin New York
Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard continues the story of Gabriel
and Julia, two lovers bound together by their darkest desires. But those
very desires may destroy them.... Professor Gabriel Emerson has embarked
on a passionate, yet clandestine aﬀair with his former student Julia
Mitchell. Sequestered on a romantic holiday in Italy, he tutors her in the
sensual delights of the body and the raptures of sex. But when they return,
their happiness is threatened by conspiring students, academic politics,
and a jealous ex-lover. When Gabriel is confronted by the university
administration, will he succumb to Dante’s fate? Or will he ﬁght to keep
Julia, his Beatrice, forever? In Gabriel’s Rapture, the brilliant sequel to the
wildly successful debut novel, Gabriel’s Inferno, Sylvain Reynard weaves an
exquisite love story that will touch the reader’s mind, body, and soul,
forever. Quicksand A Novel Other Press, LLC NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
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SERIES Named an NPR "BEST BOOKS OF 2017" Named the Best Swedish
Crime Novel of the Year by the Swedish Crime Writers Academy An incisive
courtroom thriller and a drama that raises questions about the nature of
love, the disastrous side eﬀects of guilt, and the function of justice A mass
shooting has taken place at a prep school in Stockholm’s wealthiest
suburb. Eighteen-year-old Maja Norberg is charged for her involvement in
the massacre that left her boyfriend and her best friend dead. She has
spent nine months in jail awaiting trial. Now the time has come for her to
enter the courtroom. How did Maja—popular, privileged, and a top
student—become a cold-blooded killer in the eyes of the public? What did
Maja do? Or is it what she failed to do that brought her here? Malin
Persson Giolito has written a perceptive portrayal of a teenage girl and a
blistering indictment of a society that is coming apart. A work of great
literary sensibility, Quicksand touches on wealth, class, immigration, and
the games children play among themselves when parents are no longer
attuned to their struggles. The Mermaid Garden A Novel Simon and Schuster
A tale spanning four decades and ranging from the Tuscan countryside to
the English coast reveals how the power of love can heal loss and endure
the test of time. Namesake A Novel Wednesday Books INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER Following the Hello Sunshine Book Club pick Fable, New
York Times bestselling author Adrienne Young returns with Namesake, a
captivating conclusion to the duology, ﬁlled with action, emotion, and
lyrical writing. Trader. Fighter. Survivor. With the Marigold ship free of her
father, Fable and its crew were set to start over. That freedom is shortlived when she becomes a pawn in a notorious thug’s scheme. In order to
get to her intended destination she must help him to secure a partnership
with Holland, a powerful gem trader who is more than she seems. As Fable
descends deeper into a world of betrayal and deception, she learns that
the secrets her mother took to her grave are now putting the people Fable
cares about in danger. If Fable is going to save them then she must risk
everything, including the boy she loves and the home she has ﬁnally found.
Wildﬂower Hill Simon and Schuster Forced to take her life in a new direction
when an injury ends her ballet career, Emma returns to her home in
Australia and learns that she has inherited an isolated sheep station from a
late grandmother who would impart key lessons about love and
motherhood. Original. An Unexpected Peril Penguin A princess is missing
and a peace treaty is on the verge of collapse in this new Veronica
Speedwell adventure from the New York Times bestselling and Edgar
Award-nominated author Deanna Raybourn. January 1889. As the newest
member of the Curiosity Club--an elite society of brilliant, intrepid women-Veronica Speedwell is excited to put her many skills to good use. As she
assembles a memorial exhibition for pioneering mountain climber Alice
Baker-Greene, Veronica discovers evidence that the recent death was not a
tragic climbing accident but murder. Veronica and her natural historian
beau, Stoker, tell the patron of the exhibit, Princess Gisela of Alpenwald, of
their ﬁndings. With Europe on the verge of war, Gisela's chancellor, Count
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von Rechstein, does not want to make waves--and before Veronica and
Stoker can ﬁgure out their next move, the princess disappears. Having
noted Veronica's resemblance to the princess, von Rechstein begs her to
pose as Gisela for the sake of the peace treaty that brought the princess to
England. Veronica reluctantly agrees to the scheme. She and Stoker must
work together to keep the treaty intact while navigating unwelcome
advances, assassination attempts, and Veronica's own family--the royalty
who has never claimed her. Hunting Eichmann How a Band of Survivors and
a Young Spy Agency Chased Down the World's Most Notorious Nazi
HarperCollins New York Times best-selling author Neal Bascomb's Hunting
Eichmann is the ﬁrst complete narrative of the pursuit and capture of SS
Nazi oﬃcer and Holocaust architect Adolf Eichmann. "A fantastic true spy
story."—Associated Press When the Allies stormed Berlin in the last days of
the Third Reich, Adolf Eichmann shed his SS uniform and vanished.
Following his escape from two American POW camps, his retreat into the
mountains and out of Europe, and his path to an anonymous life in Buenos
Aires, his pursuers are a bulldog West German prosecutor, a blind
Argentinean Jew and his beautiful daughter, and a budding, ragtag spy
agency called the Mossad, whose operatives have their own scores to
settle (and whose rare surveillance photographs are published here for the
ﬁrst time). The capture of Eichmann and the eﬀorts by Israeli agents to
secret him out of Argentina to stand trial is the stunning conclusion to this
thrilling historical account, told with the kind of pulse-pounding detail that
rivals anything you'd ﬁnd in great spy ﬁction. Includes Mossad's Rare
Surveillance Photographs Gabriel's Redemption Penguin The New York
Times bestselling Gabriel's Inferno series reaches new heights as Gabriel
and Julia's relationship is challenged by past secrets and present foes in
this captivating novel. Professor Gabriel Emerson has left his position at
the University of Toronto to embark on a new life with his beloved Julia.
Together, he’s conﬁdent that they can face any challenge. And he’s eager
to become a father. But Julia’s graduate program threatens Gabriel’s plans,
as the pressures of being a student become all consuming. When she is
given the honor of presenting an academic lecture at Oxford, Gabriel is
forced to confront Julia about the subject of her presentation—research
that conﬂicts with his own. And in Oxford, several individuals from their
past appear, including an old nemesis intent on humiliating Julia and
exposing one of Gabriel’s darkest secrets. In an eﬀort to confront his
remaining demons, Gabriel begins a quest to discover more about his
biological parents, beginning a chain of events that has startling
repercussions for himself, Julianne, and his hope of having a family. The
Secret of Platform 13 Pan Macmillan Under Platform 13 at King's Cross
Station there is a secret door that leads to a magical island . . . It appears
only once every nine years. And when it opens, four mysterious ﬁgures
step into the streets of London. A wizard, an ogre, a fey and a young hag
have come to ﬁnd the prince of their kingdom, stolen as a baby nine years
before. But the prince has become a horrible rich boy called Raymond
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Trottle, who doesn't understand magic and is determined not to be
rescued. Shortlisted for the Smarties Prize, The Secret of Platform 13 is an
exciting magical adventure from Eva Ibbotson, the award-winning author of
Journey to the River Sea. 'This kind of fun will never fail to delight' Philip
Pullman
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